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HLPS Scholarship Recpient 2021
HPLS is pleased to announce that Jackson Kimes is the Society’s
2021 scholarship recipient.
In Jackson’s words, “I want to thank the Hamlin Lake Preservation
Society for this scholarship as it will be instrumental as I go on to
study the things I am most passionate about, wildlife. My future
education and career goals stem from a childhood of loving the
outdoors and learning it’s many intricacies and beauties. Ever
since I was little, I have had a burning passion for wildlife. As I matured into the young man I am now, I have defined what wildlife
means to me, as well the rising level of importance that its preservation holds. In order to do my part and help preserve the sacred
relationship between humans and wildlife, I will be attending Northern Michigan University where I will earn a degree in Fish and
Wildlife Management. This degree will enable me to find work in
Fish or Wildlife Biology at the state and federal levels through
agencies or organizations. In this line of work, I will help conserve,
and share knowledge with others so that they can understand the
importance of wildlife, and just how remarkable it really is. I truly
appreciate your generosity!”
Jackson is a 2021 graduate of Mason County Central High School.
and is enrolled at Northern Michigan University in Marquette MI
this fall.
Jackson also served as the President of the Mason County Community Foundation’s Youth Advisory Council.
At the July 13th HLPS Board of Director’s meeting there was unanimous agreement to offer two scholarships
and increase the amount of each to $1,000 in 2022. The scholarship program is offered and managed by the
Mason County Community Foundation
Individuals who wish to make a tax-deductible donation to the HLPS fund can do so through the Mason County Community Foundation website: https://mason-foundation.org/give/give-now/
Mason County students interested in applying for future scholarships should visit the Foundation’s application
link https://mason-foundation.org/scholarships/ . Scholarship applications need to be submitted online beginning each October 1 and are due by the following February 1. The 2022 scholarship recipients will be announced in the early summer of 2022.
By Denny Lavis
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The President’s Letter
I hope everyone is enjoying our gradual return to normalcy on Hamlin Lake.
The articles in this newsletter illustrate more activities taking place on the lake and within its watershed. The Hamlin Lake Fireworks returned this year. I have heard positive comments from those
who viewed the fireworks.
Unfortunately, the annual meeting with the dinner wasn’t held this year due to the uncertainty of
Covid Restrictions. Planning for this event is months before the June date. In recent years we have
been at capacity for the Hamlin Township Hall for the annual meeting. We are limited to 100 people
attending this event. It would be nice to have a location with more capacity. If some one has a suggestion of another location where we could hold this event to accommodate more people, please
contact me. We are looking forward to the 2022 Annual Meeting and Dinner.
HLPS is seeking a person interested in becoming treasurer of the organization. Training will be
provided by the current treasurer to insure a comfortable transition for the new treasurer. If you are
interested in discussing this position or know of someone who is interested in becoming the HLPS
Treasurer please contact me.
HLPS continues to be concerned about the presence of invasive terrestrial plants within the Hamlin
Lake Watershed. We are continuing to provide technical support and cost share for treatments of
invasive terrestrial plants.
We are progressing with a shoreline stabilization demonstration project at the Ludington State
Park. This project is down stream of the walk bridge across the river. This project is in the permitting
process and we are hoping for field work in late 2021 or early 2022.
HLPS has considered installing a second Mayfly River Monitoring System within Hamlin Lake / Big
Sable River if there is a benefit to gathering data at a location other than the current station located
above US-31 on the Big Sable River. We met at the Ludington State Park and explored the possibility of locating a gage station below the Hamlin Lake Dam. We determined that Lake Michigan water
levels effect the river water level below the dam. We have also considered locations upstream of the
existing gage station. At this time, it doesn’t seem beneficial to locate a second gage station in the
Big Sable River.
On a personal note, I have been spending time fishing and canoeing on several other inland lakes
and rivers in our area of West Michigan. I am very much impressed with the lack of litter on the rivers. I have participated in river cleanups on the Pine, Betsie, Little Manistee, Big Manistee and Pere
Marquette. There seems to be less litter being left in the river corridors. Others I comment to are in
agreement. This is a very positive reflection on the recreational users of the rivers.
Wishing everyone a safe and happy remainder of the summer enjoying all that this area has to offer.
Wayne Andersen, HLPS President
Email; andersenwayne@gmail.com
Cell; 231-843-4618

NEXT HLPS BOARD MEETING:
AUGUST 10, 2021
7PM
HAMLIN TWSP HALL
Hamlin Lake Currents
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Invasive Purple Loosestrife
Below are some examples of Purple Loosestrife growing in the wilds:

The plant is an invasive species that chokes out native vegetation and destroys the nesting regions for songbirds.
To best understand the invasive characteristics of this plant please reference the attached web site:
https://www.invasivespeciescentre.ca/invasive-species/meet-the-species/invasive-plants/purple-loosestrife/
A “biocontrol” approach has been utilized to control the “monotypic stands” of the purple loosestrife. The Galerucella beetle was found to
be an effective control in minimizing the spread and size of the stands without effecting the natural surrounding vegetation. Since 1992 a program
in both the US and Canada has been employed, in a controlled fashion to minimize the spread of purple
loosestrife w/o herbicides. (website below)
https://biocontrol.entomology.cornell.edu/weedfeed/Galerucella.php
RELEASE OF Galerucella Beetles AT Powerline at LaSalle Bridge
Loosestrife / wife strife; both equally as invasive; Thank goodness Bob Haverberg, in choosing his battles
chose to go up against the plant and earn the good graces of his wife.
Under the direction of Vickie Sawicki, Coordinator of the North County CISMA organization, the beetles were
located, procured and released
July 12, 2021. Below are the photos of a dutiful volunteer releasing the beetles. Any CISMA related items
can be pursued at the following website:
https://www.michiganinvasives.org/resources/
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South by Southwest
My last contribution was safety related, and this one is as well. This is motivated by a personal experience that left me a bit shaken.
As a sailor who always has a chance of making a mistake and ending up in the water, I have
developed a healthy respect for boating safety and pride myself on practicing as I preach. However,
there is one common situation that arises frequently on Hamlin Lake, most notably on the upper
lake, that very nearly led me into a conflict that would have been entirely my fault. This happened to
occur in a power boat, not a sailboat.
Summer evenings are beautiful on the lake, and particularly enjoyable after a nice meal in the
late afternoon at Barnhart’s. One evening I had done this with family members and was heading
home on a mostly westerly course directly into the sun getting close to the horizon. I was aware of
visibility issues and was holding my speed down to be just on the plane, say 15 to 20 miles per hour,
far below hair on fire speed of 45 miles an hour that I can muster. Suddenly there was a boat fishing
directly in front of me that simply appeared out of nowhere. He was either anchored or drifting, but
definitely not under way. The sun had blinded me to the extent that I failed to see him. I avoided a
collision only at the last second, and only because I was cruising at moderate speed.
The lesson to be learned here is that some very dangerous boating moments can occur when
the sun is low, particularly on the upper lake where it is not uncommon to be holding a westerly
course. The skipper of a watercraft underway has to be aware that there is likely terrible visibility due
to the sun on an otherwise beautiful evening. He or she has to be aware that seeing and being seen
may be difficult. My recommendation after this experience is for the skipper not to hold a constant
course directly into the sun, but to perhaps zigzag a bit to limit the time looking directly into the sun
and to expand the field of good visibility. The fisherman in this story bears no blame at all. However,
as with the skipper of a boat underway, the fisherman needs to recognize the risk of being nearly
stationary in traffic when the sun situation is bad.
Walt Eversman
eversman@mst.edu
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The Bullfrog ─ King of the Pond
Who isn’t familiar with the sight of our largest frog or its deepbass call ? The American bullfrog (Rana catesbeiana) has been documented in nearly all counties of Michigan, and is also the largest frog
in the U.S. It’s body length can reach eight inches, while the legs can
extend another 10 inches !
Hamlin Lake provides slow-moving backwater habitats with aquatic
vegetation, especially lily pads, for bullfrogs, while elsewhere in the
county they inhabit smaller lakes and farm ponds. Breeding activity
peaks in June or July when males emit their deep vibrating “rummmrummm-rummm” calls on warm nights. Females release from 5,000 to
20,000 eggs, and after fertilization, they hatch into tadpoles in three to
six days. Because of their large size, it usually takes two or three
years before they metamorphose into adult frogs.
Bullfrogs can consume any animal smaller than themselves, including crayfish, insects, small fishes and
snakes, mice, birds, and even smaller frogs. Tadpoles and small adults are preyed upon by large fish, turtles,
snakes, and herons. They are known to live up to 15 years.
If you spot a small bullfrog and are not certain of the ID, check the ridge (skin fold) from the eye and down
around the ear drum. If that ridge splits into a second ridge extending straight down the upper back, you instead have a green frog (Rana clamitans).
Certainly, the sound of a bullfrog is one that signals the beginning of summer.
Dave Dister

Hamlin Lake Round Goby
The first documented presence of Goby in Hamlin Lake was reported to Michigan Department of Fisheries
on October 1, 2019 by Hamlin Lake Resident Rob Allard who discovered 4 gobies in his boat house which is
located on the south shore of Upper Hamlin Lake. Mark Tonello, MDNR Fisheries Biologist confirmed the pictures and stated that was the first gobies he was aware of in Hamlin Lake. His comment was “This is a bummer. I am not surprised to find them in the lake but they have not been present in any previous state of tribal
survey that I am aware of.”
Since that time, I have heard of occasional reports of goby in Hamlin Lake. I haven’t heard of any reports of
large numbers only individual goby in both the Upper and Lower Hamlin Lake.
I think it was inevitable that eventually goby would show up in Hamlin Lake. There is currently no effective
way to eradicate established populations of round goby. The challenge now becomes minimizing and controlling the number of gobies in the lake. Round gobies have a competitive advantage over native species due to
a well-developed sensory system that allows for enhanced water movement detection and the ability to feed
in complete darkness.
To help control the number of gobies in Hamlin Lake you should remove them from the lake if you catch
them.
There is excellent information online. The document “State of Michigan’s Status and Strategy of Round Goby Management” contains detailed information for anyone with an interest in this topic.
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HLPS Board Meeting
W. ANDERSEN P
S. BEGNOCHE P
J. CLARK
P
R. CROMPTON P
K. GAGE
P
P. HAVERBERG
B. PELLETIER P
K. McGill
P
J. MUZZO
A
K. MUZZO
P
D. LAVIS
P
M. OTTO
A
D. WINDSOR A
S. SCHOLTENS

GUESTS: Steve Wendell and grandsons; Beth Freeby; Jody Hartley
CALL TO ORDER: 7:02 Wayne A
PREVIOUS MINUTES APPROVED: unanimous
FINANCIAL REVIEW:
P Invoice for Galerucella Beetles (eat purple loosestrife)
Total HLPS Assets $99,775
Update distributed/ D Lavis motion to accept / second Ruth C second / unanimous
COMMITTEES:
WATER QUALITY:
Macroinvertebrate Study
Wayne
Weed Sampling
Berg
No updates
A Natural Shoreline
Wayne
Scheduled for fall
S. Kanouse to get Jim G info/ not ready
Septic Program
Jim / Peggy
No updates
Testing
Bruce
Noticing unusual clarity / attribute to low run off // not noticing increased amounts of aquatic vegetation
3 times Bruce does extended sampling / will do week of July 19
Jody points out that all soil samples he has had have had “plenty” of phosphorus/ Jim pointed out it’s usually insoluble
Still trying to contact Amanda Bell // Wayne
FISHERIES
Mayfly Station
Haverberg
Kyle Dankert, Field Coordinator will be an additional layer of QC for the station ensuring it is functioning properly and
supporting field volunteers
Kristen has begun collecting depth / discharge reading so we can report flow in CFS from the station (Wayne coordinating)
Muskie Alliance
JP Vosenberg
Stocking
Signs (12 x 18)
Approved to put up signs in bulletin boards and on website
CISMA
Galerucella Beetles distributed at powerline at LaSalle rd bridge
FIREWORKS
STEVE BROCK 2021 Report on event
Everything went fine/ experiencing shoreline erosion and things are getting tight/ but moving would be difficult// 24
minutes for the show (20 minutes is opt)/ Did not have picnic but may be able to do next year/ Sheriff did a great job
monitoring the narrows and posted their boats at shallow area
Wayne recommends taking some photos/ framing them and presenting to John
Kent suggests we may need to give a check to Grant Tsp. for their support
Kent motion $500 to Grant fire dept/ Peggy second for money to come from general fund/ unanimous
MEMBERSHIP: 388 ON CONTACT LIST
350 CURRENT ON DUES
294 ARE RIPARIANS
Determining new riparians
B Freeby
Beth has volunteered to take on this task and report out in Aug
J. Clark shared the book sent to new HLPS member
Still need to find new Treasure for Training ASAP
New President beginning Aug 2022
SCHOLARSHIP
D. Lavis
Jackson Kimes / studying fish biology // handout shared, and it will be in currents and posted to web
Foundation Balance is $26K (some of which can be used for scholarship)
Denny motions second $1,000 scholarship / Jim seconds// can be covered by general fund / this is 2- $1k scholarships
as amended by Wayne; suggest recipients come to Annual meeting/ unanimous
WEBSITE / COMMUNICATIONS
TRIFOLD / PEGGY
Hamlin Lake Currents
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Photo selection / APPROVED
Publication Ready for review and print
Minimum order 100
MEETING SUGGESTIONS
Improvements / additions to map agreed upon in BOLD
Boat Rentals
Gasoline
Label with symbol only
Resorts & Cabins; Sauble, Sunny Birch, Camp Douglas Smith, Hobby Crest
Dunes Label public dunes
Parks; Skinny, Victory, Wilson Hill
Canoe Trail
Landmarks: Sunset Bay, Tamarac
Liquor stores and fishing supplies
Pizza delivery
Fewer and darker bathymetry lines
Boat launches with symbol / and indicate “type” of boat the launch supports
Identifies grammatical errors and some verbiage needing improvement
Will review final proposed draft at August meeting
Publish Agenda / Minutes at website
Complete / need to revise l/o with Matt
OTHER ITEMS
Donations and maintenance
Wayne A
Mark Otto to draft
Issues with garbage can overflow
Ruth
South Bayou / Wilson hill need to be cleaned in between garbage p/u due to people using as their “personal dumpster”
Township has asked we reconsider Dumpsters for 2022?
Kathy recommends not put out in 2022 / Steve suggests “pack it in and pack it out” signs as LSP does/ Denny suggests
start now/ Kathy suggests do not put out next year for a trial
Ruth motions no trash bin in 2022 trial / Kathy second / unanimous
Request for Donation CRA
Wayne
Wayne says stay with current procedure to donate to causes not organizations
Victory township shoreline update
Wayne
Jim M will be to one of our meetings to discuss this topic and give us a summary/ information only
CURRENTS ARTICLES DUE JULY 19
Gobies are in Hamlin Lake
S Wendell
Been there for 4 years
May want to put on web and write an article for currents
Kayak launch at LSP // cement poured / still waiting for a part
Classic car show / Aug 7 in Scottville
Annual meeting alternative venue / Angling rd. is $3500 plus for the facility so we will stay with the Hamlin Tsp. Hall for
2022
Ruth Crompton Memorial / no update
CLOSING: Ken motion to end meeting/ Steve b second

HLPS Board Meeting Dates for 2021
August 10th

Important Dates to Remember!!!
September 14th

Hamlin Lake Currents

Summer Issue Currents
Deadline
August 16th
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The Big Sable River Flow Gage Update
The Big Sable Stream Flow Gage is in place and providing data on 15-minute intervals. The stream
flow gage station is monitoring water temperature, water depth and conductivity.
Bob and Peggy Haverberg are maintaining the instrument with technical support from Jake Lemon,
Michigan Trout Unlimited Field Representative. Learning how to maintain the station is essential to
recording reliable data. The reliability of the station is steadily improving.
Currently water depth at the sensor is being reported. The goal is to develop a relationship of water
depth to cubic feet per second (CFS) of water flow. Kristin Thomas of Michigan Trout Unlimited is
periodically taking measurements of water depth and CFS at the station with instruments that correlate the two measurements. When she is confident that a reliable correlation has been determined
the station will report CFS. This is the standardized data reported on rivers.
We have made significant progress with the stream flow gage station from the first temporary instrument being placed in the Big Sable River in 2019. I would like to thank all the partners who have
made this stream flow gage station possible. Michigan Trout Unlimited, Hamlin Lake Preservation
Society and Mason County who has allowed us to place the station on Mason County Property.
Monitormywatershed.org is an interesting website showing the stream flow gages that have been
placed in Michigan Rivers by Michigan Trout Unlimited and its partners.

Data collected from the Big Sable River Flow Gage
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Mitch Egan was
kind enough to
allow us to print
his Hamlin Lake
Fishing Report
and fishing contest. I’m afraid
none of my fish
catches have
been worthy of
making this list
but I will keep
trying.
Mitch posts
these results on
Facebook.
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HLPS Treasurer’s Report— as of 7/13/2021

ASSETS

12/31/2020 Bal- 7/13/2021 BalTOTAL Community Foundation
15,369.60
26,241.73
HLPS Chemical Bank
TOTAL HLPS Chemical Bank
HLPS Postal Acct

60,406.30
93.66

Investment - CDs

45,947.55

Expenses since last report:
449.24 Republic Services - trash cans 376.50
CLMP (B. Pelletier, Water Quality)
584.09
Spyridon
Tech - website 324.90
8,567.83
Zambelli Fireworks
9000.00
0.00 West Bend Insurance - D&O policy
477.00
18,568.16
State
of
Michigan - annual report
27,135.99
20.00

CD 90107

8,555.09

CD 92039
CD 92040
TOTAL

10,369.78
18,549.76
37,474.63

TOTAL ASSETS

113,344.19

99,774.51

General Fund
Fireworks
Fish Fund
Hamlin Lake Association
Historic Cottage
Land Reserve
Memorials - Alison Puffer
Natural Shoreline Project
Riparian Magazine
Scholarship
Water Quality
TOTAL ASSETS

48,750.83
17,069.94
8,737.14
7,215.71
0.00
3,623.52
525.00
13,552.80
0.00
212.00
13,657.25
113,344.19

46,434.24
3,333.94
8,751.14
7,215.71
475.00
3,623.52
525.00
13,552.80
336.00
313.00
15,214.16
99,774.51

FUND TOTALS

Last but not Least we want to Thank the Grant Township Fire Department for the wonderful job they do year after year in helping us
put on the Fourth of July Fire Works Display.

Thank You! Thank You! Thank You!
Hamlin Lake Currents
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